Although piano playing is a highly skilled task, basic features of motor pattern generation may 29 be shared across tasks involving fine movements, such as handling coins, fingering food, or 30 using a touchscreen. The scripted and sequential nature of piano playing offered the opportunity 31 to quantify the neuromuscular basis of coarticulation, i.e., the manner in which the muscle 32 activation for one sequential element is altered to facilitate production of the preceding and 33 subsequent elements. Ten pianists were asked to play selected pieces with the right hand at a 34 uniform tempo. Keypress times were recorded along with the electromyographic (EMG) activity 35 from seven channels: thumb flexor and abductor muscles, a flexor for each finger, and the four- 
Introduction 48
Coarticulation is the tendency for one element of a movement sequence to be generated 49 in a manner that facilitates the movements needed for the preceding or subsequent elements. 50 Neuromuscular control of human speech is the classic example of this phenomenon, and a recent 51 study showed that it also occurs in a series of fingerspelling gestures in American Sign Language 52 (ASL). Jerde et al. (2003) showed that joint angles for a target letter hand shape may vary by as 53 much as 60 degrees depending on the next letter hand shape in a sequence. However, these 54 authors did not characterize the extent of coarticulation in the neural activity that produced these 55 hand shapes and it is possible that cortically specified targets were not fully achieved due to 56 musculoskeletal damping and blending of successive elements. Furthermore, ASL fingerspelling 57
consists of a series of intrinsic hand shapes, but earlier studies of sequences of finger movements 58 to extrinsic targets (keys) failed to find substantial evidence of kinematic coarticulation -in 59 typing (Soechting and Flanders 1992) and in piano playing (Engel et al. 1997 ). Thus it remains 60 possible that the neural activity that specifies a series of keypresses is organized as linked action 61
phases (Johansson and Flanagan 2009). 62
Previous neurophysiological studies provide a background for understanding the neural 63 control of hand movement sequences. Especially for the distal forelimb of primates, 64 sensorimotor control is generally thought to be organized in a hierarchical manner. At the level 65 of primary motor cortex, both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters may be represented (Kakei et al. 66 1999) , and extrinsic representations may take the form of preferred fragments of movement 67 trajectories (Hatsopoulos and Amit 2012). Griffin et al. (2011) showed that a 500 ms train of 68 microstimulation to motor cortex can replace the high-level command for a certain target balance 69 of muscle activity with a different one. These authors also suggested that low-level feedback 70 closes. For example, when the thumb (F i-1 = 1) presses the C key (1) and then the index finger 139 (F i = 2) presses the F key (4), the change in finger is +1 while the change in location is +3, so PI 140 = +2. For a PI < -2 a special case occurs where the hand is closed to the point of doing a thumb 141 under maneuver or a similarly extreme posture. 142
Whereas PI was calculated for each pair of notes, for analysis, we used the change in PI 143 (∆PI) over the three-keypress sequence. This allowed us to determine if the hand was opening 144 (∆PI > 0), closing (∆PI < 0), or maintaining its posture (∆PI = 0) over the sequence. ∆PI values 145
for each sequence are shown in Table 2 and were used to assess the effect of posture change on 146 multi-muscle EMG patterns. 147
Data acquisition 148
A custom LabView script (National Instruments) was used to record MIDI data from the 149 keyboard (1 ms resolution) and a second custom LabView script recorded the signal from a 150 pressure sensor (FlexiForce, Tekscan, Inc., South Boston, MA) and EMG activity. The pressure 151 sensor was fixed onto a piano key far outside the range of keys used by the subjects and was 152 used to synchronize the MIDI signal with the EMG offline. At the start of each trial, the 153 experimenter pressed the key containing the pressure sensor and then the subject was free to 154 begin playing. Muscle activity was recorded as surface EMGs using 2-mm diameter bipolar 155 Ag/AgCl surface electrodes (Discount Disposables, St. Albans, VT) placed 10 mm apart (see 156 permanently soldered to these electrodes and connected to standard laboratory amplifiers. The 158 ground electrode was placed on the left wrist. EMG was amplified (x 1,000), band-pass filtered 159 (60-500 Hz), and then sampled at 1,000 Hz. Seven channels of muscle activity were recorded 160 (Fig. 1D) . We collected EMGs from two intrinsic thumb muscles: abductor pollicis brevis 161 (APB) and flexor pollicis brevis (FPB). We also recorded an agonist (flexor) channel for each 162 finger: first dorsal interosseus (FDI), two portions of the flexor digitorum superficialis (FD, 163 FD2), and adductor digiti minimi (ADM). Finally, to allow for a description of patterns of 164 flexor/extensor coactivation, we also recorded one channel of EMG from the extensor of the four 165 fingers, extensor digitorum (ED). 166
EMG data analysis 167
The MIDI data contained the onset time of each keypress and the velocity of the 168 keystroke. The onset of the pressure associated with the experimenter's keypress was defined as 169 the point where pressure was maintained at a level greater than 0.5 SD above the maximum of 170 the baseline. The EMG data were truncated at this start point (which was far in advance of any 171 keypress performed by the subject). The EMG signal for each muscle was rectified and then 172 low-pass filtered at 20 Hz prior to subsequent analysis. 173
The EMG data were aligned on the time of the central keypress and truncated at 125 174 ms around this time (i.e., the expected times of the preceding and subsequent keypresses) and 175 averaged across repeated trials. The data from each channel were then normalized according to 176 the range of activity across the entire truncated set. The amplitude was normalized by 177 subtracting the minimum value for that channel and then dividing by the maximum, yielding a 178 value between zero and 1. Using data from Subject 1, Figure 1A ,B shows an example of single-179 trial, FD EMG data from sequence 2.3.4 (index to middle to ring fingers) and the resulting 180 average EMG for that sequence. The corresponding EMG waveforms for the other 6 channels 181 are also shown in Figure 1B , color-coded as indicated in Figure 1D . 182
Principal components analysis was used to quantify sequence-specific variations in EMG 183 burst characteristics (amplitude, duration, shape, and relative timing across muscles). We used a 184 time-varying PC analysis which was developed in previous studies (Klein Breteler et al. 2007 ; 185 Santello et al. 2002) and is similar to the time-varying muscle synergy analysis used by d'Avella 186 and Bizzi (2005) . As explained by Soechting and Flanders (2008) , the advantage of this 187 approach is that it combines data across trials (i.e., the various sequences), but not across 188 muscles, allowing the analysis to reveal tendencies for asynchronous bursting across different 189 muscles as part of the first few PCs. 190 For each target digit, we applied the analysis to data combined across all sequences 191 centered on that digit (listed in Table 2 ). Thus the input matrix for this PC analysis was n 192 sequence vectors containing 1757 pts of averaged muscle activity ( 125 ms around the central 193 keypress = 251 pts x 7 muscles). The result of the PC analysis was n PC waveforms computed 194 from the n x n covariance matrix of n sequences and an n x n matrix of weighting coefficients (n 195 ranging from 15 to 27 depending on the target digit, see Table 2 ). The covariance calculation 196 removes the mean from each column in the input matrix, thus the EMG data for a given sequence 197 could be perfectly reconstructed as the mean plus the weighted sum of each of the n PC 198 waveforms. The PC waveforms are ranked from highest to lowest according to the amount of 199 variance they account for in the data. An arbitrary cutoff of 80% variance accounted for was 200 used to determine the number of PC waveforms to include in further examination of multi-201 muscle activity for different sequences. 202
We also did a more focused analysis on the burst in a primary agonist muscle around the 203 time of the central keypress. One primary muscle was qualitatively chosen for each digit (as the 204 one with the largest amplitude for most subjects) and was used to measure burst center time and 205 burst width. Using a curve fitting tool in Matlab (R2010b, The MathWorks Inc.), the average 206 normalized EMG trace for each sequence was fit with a vertically shifted Gaussian curve: 207 where A is the amplitude of the burst, b is the horizontal shift from the 0 point in the interval, c is 208 the width of the curve (2 SD), and d was set to be the minimum value of the EMG data across the 209 ±125 ms interval. Using the initial values of A = 0.3, b = 0, and c = 18, the curve fitting 210 algorithm adjusted the values of A, b, and c to find a local maximum of best fit to the curve. Fits 211 with low r² values due to the presence of adjacent bursts in the data were fit again excluding the 212 extremities of the interval so that only the burst associated with the central keypress would be 213
included. An example burst-fit is exhibited in Figure 1C fits for all subjects were included in the regression and discriminant analysis (Table 2 bolded 216 sequences). We used a linear regression of burst width onto inter-keystroke interval (IKI) to 217 determine whether there was a significant relation within and across subjects. 218
To assess phasic coactivation (or transient co-contraction) across muscles, for each 219 sequence we used the average EMG amplitudes within the interval defined by the burst width of 220 the primary muscle (the outer vertical lines in Fig. 1C ). We calculated a phasic coactivation 221 index by dividing the average extensor (ED) value by the average value of the two muscles that 222 contributed most directly to the keypress of a given digit. For the fingers, this amounted to 223 phasic extensor/flexor coactivation, which might transiently increase joint stiffness. For the 224 thumb however, since ED acts only on the four fingers, an increase in the value of this index 225 signified a tendency to extend or stiffen the fingers, not the thumb. 226
Finally, we used discriminant analysis to test for a relation between the type of change in 227 hand posture (∆PI) and the balance of amplitudes across the primary flexor, a secondary flexor 228 and the extensor EMG bursts. The "classify" function in Matlab (linear method, R2010b) 229 quantified the extent to which a three-keypress sequence could be correctly classified into one of 230 three postural change index categories, where positive, negative, and zero ∆PI reflected hand 231 opening, closing, or maintaining (no change), respectively. 232
Results

233
General performance 234
As shown in Table 1 , the ten pianists were chosen to exhibit a wide range of levels of 235 expertise and training. Our designation of professional (P) vs. amateur (A) was based on the fact 236 that for Subjects 1-4 piano playing was their main career, whereas subjects 5-10 played 237 recreationally. All subjects learned to play during childhood except for Subject 7, who started at 238 age 45. Years of practice ranged from 7 to 48. The ten subjects were all neurologically normal, 239 but they covered a wide range of ages (19-54). Our goal was to quantify subtle differences in the 240 EMG patterns used by these various pianists and to provide a comprehensive description of the 241 patterns used by normal, healthy adults. 242 Table 1 also shows the uninstructed differences in speed and loudness across subjects. The keystroke velocity (loudness) also varied across subjects (last column in Table 1) . 251
The target level of 100 MIDI velocity was demonstrated at the beginning of the experiment but 252 no feedback was given during the experiment. Actual velocities tended to be inversely related to 253 IKI, suggesting that the slightly faster subjects also tended to be slightly louder, but the 254 correlation was not strong (r 2 = 0.185). The loudest pianists (94-99 MIDI units) were three of 255 the four professionals, who also used the fastest IKI (124 ms). 256
In the next few sections, we will describe the overall patterns of EMG activation for 257 sequences centered on each digit, beginning with the thumb (digit 1), the index finger (digit 2), 258 and then digits 3-5. Our initial EMG analysis was based on the time period ranging from 125 ms 259 prior to the keypress of a certain digit to 125 ms after that keypress. Then, recognizing that some 260 subjects played slightly faster than others, our subsequent analysis was focused on the somewhat 261 variable time frame of the central EMG bursts (burst center burst half-width, see Fig. 1C ), thus 262 excluding EMG activity that was more directly related to the previous and the subsequent 263
keypresses. 264
Thumb keypress waveform analysis 265
As listed in the left column of Table 2 , for the thumb keypresses various other digits 266 (fingering) were used to strike various keys (notes) before and after the central keypress. Thus 267 the same fingering may have multiple listings and, depending on the key locations, these may or 268 may not correspond to different values for the postural index (∆PI). As shown in the column 269 labeled ∆PI, our sample of 22 thumb-centered keypress sequences contained 5 sequences where 270 the hand was opening (+), 10 sequences were the hand was closing (-), and 7 sequences where 271 hand posture was not changing much (0). 272
Our analysis of the EMG patterns for the thumb keypress revealed remarkably consistent 273 patterns across subjects. In professionals and amateurs alike, the first four principal components 274 together accounted for well over 80% of the variance in the EMG patterns across the 22 275 sequences, with higher order components contributing progressively ( Fig. 2A) . As expected, in 276 all subjects PC1 was dominated by bursts of activity in the thumb abductor (APB) and the thumb 277 flexor (FPB), which were nearly simultaneous and of nearly equal amplitude. Representative 278 examples from two subjects are shown in Figure 2B (amateur Subject 8) and Figure 3  279 (professional Subject 3), where thumb muscle activity is coded in dark blue and green. All 280 subjects also exhibited PC1 activity in the four-finger extensor muscle (ED, black traces), which 281 was more or less burst-like (phasic), ramp-like, or sustained (tonic) across the 250 ms interval, 282 depending on the subject. In about half of the subjects, the extensor burst was accompanied by a 283 burst in the middle-finger portion of flexor digitorum (FD, purple trace in Fig 2B) and would 284 therefore provide phasic stiffening of the fingers. However in some subjects the timing of the 285 ED burst was not coincident with a flexor burst (e.g., Subject 3 in Fig 3) . Amateur Subjects 6 286 and 7 had more tonic extensor muscle activity throughout this time period (data not shown). 287
Thus it appears that the thumb keypress was generally accompanied by finger extension (ED 288 activity) or stiffening (ED/FD coactivation). 289
Whereas the examination of PC1 revealed the main bursting pattern that was used for 290 most of the thumb-centered sequences, the higher order components generally contributed to the 291 sequence-specific EMG patterns. As explained under Methods, the EMG pattern for each 292 sequence could be reconstructed as a weighted sum of 22 PCs, with various positive or negative 293 weightings. PC1 always had relatively large positive weightings, but the smaller weightings of 294 the higher order components could be positive or negative, depending on the sequence. For the 295 thumb-centered sequences, they tended to contribute to the reconstruction either by changing the 296 amplitude or timing of the central APB/FPB burst (PC2), or by furnishing the activity needed for 297 the preceding or following keypresses, around time -125 ms or +125 ms respectively (PC3, PC4, 298 see Fig. 3 ). 299
In 9 of the 10 subjects, the PC2 pattern for the thumb-centered sequences was dominated 300 by ramp-like APB/FPB waveforms, that quickly transitioned from positive to negative values 301 just prior to time zero ( Fig. 2B and Fig. 3 ). Since PC1 always had positive weighting, adding 302 this PC2 pattern with positive or negative weighting coefficients would serve to alter the timing 303 of the APB/FPB burst with an advance or delay, respectively. Since the PC2 waveform was 304 consistent across subjects, we sought to determine whether its weighting coefficients exhibited a 305 consistent sequence-specific pattern. 306
In the 9 subjects with the similar PC2 waveforms, the sign of its weighting coefficient 307 was related to the sign of the postural index (∆PI). In Figure 3 , using data from a representative 308 subject, the top left plot shows that positive PC2 weightings were used to reconstruct the data for 309 sequences involving a positive change in hand posture (hand opening, black circle symbols), thus 310 serving to advance the timing of the APB/FPB burst. The resulting advance in thumb abduction 311 may have helped to propel the thumb away from the fingers to open the hand. In contrast, 312 negative PC2 weightings corresponded to the sequences with hand closing (square symbols). In 313 hand-closing sequences, the digits were drawn together, including instances involving the 314 thumb-under maneuver (i.e., the thumb and hand crossing one another to reach the next key). In 315 negative changes in posture (2.1.4 was -8, and 3.1.5 was -6). The prolongation of the APB/FPB 317 burst achieved with an inverted (negative) PC2 contribution might tend to prolong the thumb 318 internal rotation beyond the time of the thumb keypress. This trend was clearly present in the 9 319 subjects with this PC2 APB/FPB waveform: of the 90 total cases of hand closing (9 subjects x 10 320 sequences, Table 2 ), 68 were associated with negative PC2 weighting coefficients (76%). 321
In many cases, the higher order PCs exhibited waveforms that were nearly flat around 322 zero, but contributed various EMG bursts to the prior or subsequent keypresses, at times -125 323 and +125 ms respectively. An example is shown in the right panels of Figure 3 . In this case, 324 PC3 had a large positive weighting (red plus symbols) for 2.1.2 fingerings (i.e., ending in the 325 index finger) and hand posture remaining neutral (0). This combination of fingering and ∆PI 326 would be expected to require a large burst in the first dorsal interosseous muscle (FDI, light blue 327 trace). PC4 was negative for the 2.1.2 sequences, which also tended to increase the amplitude of 328 this FDI burst. In contrast to PC1 and PC2, the multi-muscle composition of PC3 and PC4 was 329 more variable across subjects. 330
Index keypress waveform analysis 331
Similar to the results for the thumb-centered keypresses ( Fig. 2A) , for the index finger-332 centered key presses, for each of the 10 subjects, the first four PCs together accounted for more 333 than 80% of the variance. In this case there were 27 sequences centered on digit 2 (Table 2,  334 second column) and therefore 27 PCs. Ten of these sequences ended with thumb (digit 1) and 335 hand opening (positive values of the ∆PI) and so this situation was well represented in the data 336 set. 337
In Figure 4 , we show the results of the analysis of PC1-PC4 using data from Subject 5. 338
In this subject, as in all subjects, the central burst of PC1 included activity in 2-3 flexors of the 339 index finger: FDI (light blue) and one or both portions of the four-finger flexor (FD purple, FD2 340 gold). In most subjects, PC1 also included a robust burst in the four-finger extensor (ED black); 341 only in amateur Subject 7 was the ED activity relatively tonic (data not shown). Compared to 342 the thumb, the PC1 weighting coefficients for the index finger tended to show a wider range of 343 positive values (top left panel in Fig 4) . For example, in 7 of 10 subjects the PC1 weighting 344 coefficients were close to zero in cases where the little finger was used for keypresses before and 345 after the index keypress (5.2.5, purple diamond symbols). This implies relatively small flexor 346 bursts and this sequence may have instead involved forearm pronation. 347
For the PC2 of Subject 5 (Fig. 4, lower left panel) , a negative weighting (inverted 348 waveforms) contributed to a late burst in the thumb muscles, centered around +125 ms (dark blue 349 and green traces). In the upper left plot, fingering 3.2.1 (light blue diamond symbols) exhibits 350 weighting coefficients that were strongly positive for PC1 and negative for PC2, both providing 351 a robust APB/FPB burst for this subsequent thumb keypress. Negative PC2 also served to 352 diminish the FDI burst (light blue trace) by subtracting from the central peak. Remarkably, this 353 somewhat subtle PC2 pattern was seen in all 10 subjects: the burst of FDI activity being followed 354 by the opposite change in thumb muscle activity. Since FDI does exert some adduction force on 355 the thumb, it may have been mechanically advantageous to quickly decrease FDI thumb 356 adduction just prior to APB thumb abduction, thus tending to couple these EMG waveforms. 357
The PC3 and PC4 waveforms mainly seemed to contribute to previous and subsequent 358 keypresses, but these patterns were variable across subjects. In the case shown in Figure 4 As for the thumb and index-centered keypresses, for digits 3-5, the first four PCs always 365 accounted for more than 80% of the variance. In all cases (digits 1-5) the cumulative VAF plot 366 showed a smooth curve (see Fig. 2A ), indicating the higher order PCs contributed to 367 progressively finer details of the EMG pattern. Table 2 
In Figure 1 we presented single-trial and averaged EMG data from one keypress 370 sequence centered on the middle finger (2.3.4), using data from Subject 1. In Figure 5A , we 371
show the PC1 and PC2 EMG waveforms of Subject 1. As in the corresponding single-sequence 372 example (Fig. 1B) , this subject's PC1 was dominated by a large burst in FD and a smaller burst 373 in FD2 around time zero. The PC1 of all other subjects also featured a central FD burst (purple 374 traces in Figs. 5B-C) , and more or less activity in FD2 (gold traces) depending on the subject. 375
Thus, in further analyses, the primary agonist muscle for middle-centered sequences was 376 designated to be FD. 377
In the middle-centered PC1, the amplitude and timing of ED activity was variable across 378 subjects (black traces in Fig. 5 ). Phasic coactivation of the four-finger extensor (ED) at the same 379 time as the four-finger flexor (FD, FD2) would tend to transiently stiffen the joints of the fingers, 380 and therefore this tendency varied across subjects. We will quantify this feature in the next 381 section using data from the EMG data from each sequence (e.g., Fig. 1B ) rather than the patterns 382 summarized by PC1. 383 Subject 1's middle-centered PC2 (Fig. 5A) had only a very small FD burst near time 384 zero and instead contributed more robustly to the reconstructions of the previous and subsequent 385 EMG bursts. Each of the other 9 subjects (data not shown) had a small PC2 FD burst near time 386 zero, with timing that often differed from the PC1 burst, and thus could serve to alter FD burst 387 timing in a sequence-specific manner. However the activity around times +/-125 varied widely 388 across subjects. 389
The primary agonist for ring-centered keypresses was FD2. As shown for Subject 5 in 390 Figure 6A , in all subjects, PC1 featured a larger peak amplitude in FD2 (gold traces), compared 391 to FD (purple traces). In this subject, PC1 had a robust burst in ED (black trace); the ED burst 392 was smaller in the other subjects. PC2 was remarkably consistent across subjects, featuring a 393 central FD2 burst and a slow transition from negative to positive activity in the thumb muscles 394 APB (dark blue) and FPB (dark green). This latter feature may be related to the fact that about 395 half of the ring-centered sequences involved the thumb (see Table 2 ). 396
For keypresses centered on the little finger (Fig. 6B , Subject 5), ADM was clearly the 397 primary agonist; it dominated PC1 for all subjects. The other clear contribution to PC1 was an 398 ED burst. In most cases the ED burst was nearly simultaneous with ADM, creating phasic 399 coactivation that would serve to transiently stiffen the little finger. PC2 most consistently 400 appeared to contribute by modulating the amplitude, but not the timing of the central ADM and 401 ED bursts. Thus, compared to digits 1-3, our PC analysis suggested that for digits 4 and 5 burst 402 timing (i.e., width, and phase re. time zero) was relatively consistent across the different 403
sequences. 404
Analysis of central EMG bursts 405
In the previous sections, we used principal component waveforms and weighting 406 coefficients to describe the main multi-muscle EMG pattern --especially the aspects of the 407 pattern that changed in a sequence-specific manner. We now present the results of a 408 complementary and more highly focused analysis. As shown in Figure 1C and described under 409 Methods, we began by fitting a Gaussian curve to one EMG burst from each of the 106 410 sequences listed in Table 2 . For these fits, we selected one primary agonist muscle for each 411 digit: APB, FDI, FD, FD2, ADM for digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively. The fitting was deemed 412 successful (r 2 >0.60) for all 10 subjects in 69 cases (bold entries in Table 2 ), about half of the 413 original data set. Further analysis was restricted to this subset (21, 17, 6, 12, 13 sequences digits 414 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively). The fitting procedure allowed us to define a time frame relative to 415 burst center and, within this time frame, to determine average EMG amplitudes of the primary 416 agonist as well as the antagonist (ED) and a secondary agonist (FPB, FD2, FD2, FD, FD2 for 417 digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively). 418
Pooling data from all 10 subjects, variations in burst width were correlated with the 419 variations in the speed of piano playing. In Figure 7 , burst width is plotted against IKI, using 420 210, 170, 60, 120 or 130 data points for sequences centered on the thumb (upper left plot) or the 421 fingers (other plots). All slopes were positive and ranged from 1.1 for the index finger, and 1.0 422 for the little finger (perfect time-base scaling), down to 0.44 for the ring-centered sequences. 423
Data from the professional subjects are indicated by plus symbols, which cluster closer to the 424 origin due to the professional's tendency for shorter and less variable IKIs (see Table 1 ). 425
Regressions on the smaller subsets of data for individual subjects produced statistically 426 significant correlations (p<0.05) in only 6 of 50 cases (restricted to the middle and little fingers 427 of amateurs), but significant slopes were always positive (ranging from +1.0 to +3.7). 428
Thus burst width scaled with increasing IKI across subjects, consistent with the idea of 429 time-base scaling of the motor pattern (see Furuya and Soechting 2012) . Slowing of the time 430 course of finger flexion might also be enhanced by a tendency for increased extensor activity, if 431 extensor forces decreased the efficacy of flexor forces. Thus we explored the idea that phasic 432 extensor/flexor coactivation was also related to the variation in IKI across subjects. For each 433 subject, using the subset of 69 sequences, we computed a coactivation index as the amplitude of 434 ED activity divided by the mean amplitude of the primary and secondary agonist muscles. 435 Figure 8 shows that in most cases this ratio was close to 1.0, suggesting substantial stiffening of 436 the striking finger at the time of the keypress. Phasic coactivation was lower for the middle 437 finger compared to the index finger in most subjects, and it was generally lower for professionals 438 (black bars) compared to amateurs (white bars). 439
The coactivation index was restricted to the narrow (about 100 ms) time frame centered 440 on the peak of the primary agonist burst and did not take into account the variable tendencies for 441 ED burst modulation. Whereas our initial EMG burst analysis began by fitting only a primary 442 agonist, we also used the same Gaussian fitting procedure to quantify the extent to which ED 443 bursts were phasic in different subjects. Clearly modulated EMG bursts would be more likely to 444 be well fit (r 2 >0.60) by a Gaussian. Considering the full set of 106 sequences listed in Table 2 , 445 the percentage of successful burst fits was similar across subjects. In professional Subjects 1-4, 446 success rates were 51% on average, ranging from 36% to 67%. In the amateur subjects the mean 447 rate was 68%, with Subjects 7 showing the smallest success rate (43%) and thus the least phasic 448 extensor activity amongst amateurs. Thus, although extensor/flexor coactivation is often thought 449 of as sustained background activity, in piano playing a substantial percentage of this activity was 450 burst-like. 451
Central balance of EMG levels 452
Finally, as a more restricted assessment of neuromuscular coarticulation (compared to the 453 analysis EMG waveforms across 250 ms), we tested the hypothesis that the balance of the EMG 454 amplitudes within the time frame of the central burst varied in a sequence-specific manner. We 455 used discriminant analysis to determine whether the relative amplitudes of three EMGs (those 456 listed in Fig. 8 ) could be used to correctly identify the type of sequence in which these bursts 457 were embedded. The classification was into the three groups specified by the sign of the change 458 in posture index (∆PI): hand opening, hand maintaining its posture, or hand closing. Thus 459 correct classification by chance was 33%. 460 Figure 9 shows an example of this analysis using pooled data across all subjects for the 461 index finger. Extensor (ED) amplitude is plotted on the vertical axis and the two flexor (FDI and 462 FD2) amplitudes are plotted on horizontal axes. As in Figure 3 , the symbol types indicate the 463 sign of the postural index, i.e., whether the hand was opening (black circles), maintaining its 464 posture (white circles) or closing (white squares). The hand opening sequence (black circles) 465 generally had greater ED and FD2 activity and it could be reliably discriminated from the other 466 two groups (76% correct classification). As is apparent in Figure 9 , correct classification into the 467 other two groups was closer to chance levels (33% for maintaining and 42% for closing). Note 468 that since each sequence corresponded to only one EMG average per subject, the success of this 469 analysis required consistent EMG patterns across the 10 subjects. 470
Using the muscle triads indicated in Figure 8 , we performed the analogous analysis for 471 sequences centered on the other digits, except for the middle finger where our data subset (bold 472 font in Table 2 ) included no sequences with hand opening. We achieved correct classification at 473 above 50% (i.e., well above chance) for thumb-centered hand opening (58%), ring-centered hand 474 closing (70%), and little-centered hand opening (53%). Thus in each case tested, the balance of 475 activity across three muscles specified a certain sequence type, even when the analysis was 476 restricted to a time frame of about 100 ms. Despite the diversity in our subject pool, all pianists had similar EMG patterns. We tested for 481 two types of neuromuscular coarticulation and found evidence for both. First, as a conceptual 482 framework, we speculated that the complex spinal circuitry might shape the timing of EMG 483 bursts throughout the sequence, as afferent feedback caused by the movement for one keypress 484 may have reflexively influenced the bursting for the next (Angel 1975 (Angel , 1987 The first type of coarticulation (waveform timing) was quantified by considering how the 490 addition or subtraction of the PC2 waveform changed the shape of the PC1 bursts. For the 491 thumb and index finger, we found very consistent sequence-specific effects, especially with 492 regard to the type of postural transition (hand opening vs. closing) that the sequences entailed 493 (Fig. 3) and the mechanical interactions between sequential FDI and thumb muscle forces (Fig.  494   4) . For all digits, our PC analysis also indicated changes in the amplitude (Figs. 4-6 ) of the 495 central agonist burst across the various sequences. We then used a discriminant analysis on data 496 restricted to burst center, and combined across the 10 subjects, to reveal a second type of 497 coarticulation. In several cases, the balance of EMG levels across three muscles could be used to 498 correctly classify whether the sequence involved a hand opening, closing or neutral postural 499 change. This analysis depended on being able to pool data across all 10 subjects, and so its 500 success suggests that these trends were consistent across subjects. 501
Other aspects of the EMG patterns were more variable across subjects, for example the 502 magnitude of phasic extensor/flexor coactivation and the duration of the primary agonist burst, 503 which scaled with slight differences in tempo across subjects. In the following sections we will 504 discuss basic features of our results in the context of motoneuronal bursting patterns, phasic 505 coactivation, and practice. 506
EMG burst patterns 507
Several groups have proposed that the construction of multi-muscle EMG patterns 508 involves a weighted summation of contributions from distinct pre-motoneuronal drives, each of 509 which specifies fixed relative levels of activity across a group of muscles (e.g., Chvatal and Ting 510 2012). In this conceptualization, our sequence-specific, burst-center reweightings (Fig 9) Piano playing at different tempos could hypothetically be achieved by scaling inter-keystroke 527 intervals but not burst durations, if the system used unit burst generators. But this idea was not 528 supported by our data. Furthermore, Furuya and Soechting (2012) compared hand kinematics 529 across two explicitly instructed tempos (IKI = 95 or 125 ms) and found that the entire waveform 530 of the velocity of joint rotation scaled along with speed. Interestingly, however, the keystroke 531 MIDI velocities, which correspond to loudness, remained constant across the two tempos, 532
suggesting that durations of joint rotations scaled without concomitant changes in amplitude. 533
Coactivation and dystonia 534
Phasic coactivation was evident between extensor and flexor muscles during piano 535 playing. In PC1, for instance, the extensor digitorum was more or less phasic and also 536 synchronous with the flexor digitorum activity (e.g., Fig. 2B ). This was not tonic muscular 537 coactivation that plays a role in ensuring stable smooth control of movements in uncertain 538 environments (Franklin and Wolpert 2011) . The phasic feature of muscular coactivation 539 suggests fine-tuned modulation of joint stiffness in response to time-varying perturbing forces 540 originating from complex biomechanical linkages within the hand and mechanical interactions 541 between the fingertip and the key. 542
Although our experiment was not designed to test a range of playing speeds, we found 543 that phasic coactivation tended to be smaller for the experts than for the amateurs (Fig. 8) . These 544 findings suggest that skilled fast piano performance may be associated with reduction of 545 coactivation, being in agreement with the idea of minimization of stiffness through practice to 546 fulfill task demands (Burdet et al. 2001; Huang et al. 2012; Thoroughman and Shadmehr 1999) . 547 1999) and weaker reciprocal inhibition (Berardelli et al. 1996; Nakashima et al. 1989 ). The 553 prolonged motoneuronal activity in focal hand dystonia could yield movement slowness in 554 affected pianists. The prolonged coactivation of the patients may also prevent precise 555 modulation of muscular bursts in response to preceding and subsequent keypresses, which can 556 elicit rhythmic inaccuracy of successive piano keystrokes (Jabusch et al. 2004) . 557
Practice effects 558
In our study, the amateur pianists tended to play slower than the instructed tempo (IKI > 559 125 ms) and with more variable IKIs (CV=10-20%) compared to the professional pianists 560 (IKI=124 ms, CV=7-14%). Aoki et al. (2005) also demonstrated that compared to non-561 musicians, experienced pianists were more capable of producing rapid individuated tapping 562 finger movements. Analysis of muscle activity in our study revealed that burst width and phasic 563 extensor/flexor coactivation changed with IKI. Therefore, modification of these features is a 564 likely element of the neuromuscular control that is modified through practice. 565
Despite the wide range of experience, our ten subjects showed remarkably similar EMG 566 principal components. Parlitz et al. (1998) observed that expert pianists were capable of 567 precisely restricting movement and force production at non-striking digits while amateur pianists 568 were unable to restrict the spill-over of force to other digits. These differences could be achieved 569 by focusing activation on the flexor motoneurons that act on a single finger or by balancing 570 activation across flexors of the striking digit and extensors of non-striking digits. Our results 571 demonstrate that highly trained professional pianists use a balance of muscle activity during 572 piano playing to control the action of striking and non-striking digits. Interestingly, we found 573 very similar multi-muscle EMG patterns across all subjects, suggesting that the amateur pianists 574 use the same balance. 575 digit, the sequence-average IKI is plotted against burst widths fit to the EMG average for that 732 sequence, for all subjects and for a subset of keypress sequences (bolded in Table 2 3  3  3  3  3  3  3   3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3 
